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Numerical Correlation between Impact Factor and Web
Ranking of Electronic Scientific Journals Using Regression
Analysis 2017-12-15 the present study attempts to examine the
numerical correlation between web ranking of electronic
scientific journals and impact factor of these journals using the
method of regression analysis regression analysis allows the
option of investigating and predicting the numerical relationship
between website ranking of scientific journals on the world
wide and the value of impact factor of the journals a sample of
57 publishers with 6 272 scientific journals and 50 standalone
scientific journals was analyzed during research procedure in
this study two different indicators about websites classification
on world wide were examined separately for 57 publishers and
50 standalone journals alexa rank and statscrop rank the
electronic databases through the internet constitute the main
information resources of this study about the impact factors the
general conclusion that arises is that the impact factor of
electronic scientific journals illustrates a very strong positive
correlation with classification of websites on the world wide
furthermore it is concluded that the change of web ranking as a
function of impact factor is governed by a gaussian function or
rational function with lower pearson coefficient and presents
non linearly correlation even if there is very strong correlation
between impact factor and web rank for electronic journals the
prediction of impact factor from web rank is not possible and
presents many divergences



Webomatic Ranking: Grading Academic Institutions on Web
Based Information 2013-10-16 document from the year 2012 in
the subject book science course library science information
documentation science language english abstract this gives a
comprehensive set of information on webometric indicators for
achieving higher ranks in university ranking systems there is
no doubt whether we like or not rankings have gained much
importance in the society and particularly in the higher
education sector universities are being pressurized to strictly
adhere to quality service and outputs and thus it emerges a need
to go up in the ranking systems consequently a number of
ranking systems evolved to compare and contrast the world
university performances with the rapid changes in the area of
university sites there have been several studies carried out
relevant to webometric rankings of universities in all most all
countries
World University Rankings and the Future of Higher
Education 2016-10-06 delivering quality education to students
while remaining competitive at an international level is only
one of the many challenges universities face today to attain their
goals universities must adopt new strategies to achieve academic
excellence world university rankings and the future of higher
education is a pivotal reference source for the latest scholarly
research on the implementation of a ranking system for higher
education institutions providing a thorough overview of the
impacts of these rankings on educational quality exploring the



benefits and challenges of this system in a global context this
book is ideally designed for academicians researchers students
administrators and policy makers interested in the effects of
university rankings in the education sector and beyond
The Impact of Higher Education Ranking Systems on
Universities 2021-04-05 this book written by three generations
of rankings academics with considerable experience from three
very different regions of the globe lifts the lid on the real
impact of higher education ranking systems hers on universities
and their stakeholders it critically analyses the criteria that make
up the big three global ranking systems and using interviews
with senior administrators academics and managers discusses
their impact on universities from four very different continents
higher education continues to be dominated by a reputational
hierarchy of institutions that sustains and is reinforced by hers
despite all the opinions and arguments about the legitimacy of
the rankings as a construct it seems experts agree that they are
here to stay the question therefore seems to be less about
whether or not universities should be compared and ranked but
the manner in which this is undertaken delivering a fresh
perspective on global rankings this book summarizes the
development of hers and provides a critical evaluation of the
effects of hers on four different major regions south africa the
arab region south east asia and australia it will appeal to any
academic student university administrator or governing body
interested in or affected by global higher education ranking



systems
Measuring Up in Higher Education 2021-06-04 this book
examines the quality assessment movement in academic
scholarship as globalization prompts a search for global measures
of university services and output it gauges productivity in
terms of universal publication metrics and considers ranking and
research productivity from a comparative perspective the book
considers the use of the impact factor as a gauge of publication
value noting that this less important in countries lacking central
government appropriations to universities and to research it
argues that pressure to publish in certain journals and to
research topics of interest to english language readers has been
felt differentially in english language systems compared to
others but also that performance pressures fall more on younger
more juniour contract staff than on senior and tenured professors
it problematizes international comparisons of quality and
analyses the benefits of a zone of ideas and metrics in a common
language promoting international mobility efficiency
collaboration but also the costs which are rarely borne equally
across countries languages and cultures the book provides a
strong evidence based contribution to major debates in
contemporary higher education reforms and the measurement
of academic output
Journals of the Century 2014-02-25 get the experts perspective
on the top journals of the 20th century the journals of the
century project gathered some of america s top subject expert



librarians to determine the most influential journals in their
respective fields thirty two contributing authors led by editor
tony stankus reviewed journals from over 20 countries that
have successfully shaped the evolution of their individual
specialties worldwide their choices reflect the history of each
discipline or profession taking into account rivalries between
universities professional societies for profit and not for profit
publishers and even nation states and international ideologies in
each journal s quest for reputational dominance each journal was
judged using criteria such as longevity of publication foresight
in carving out its niche ability to attract sustain professional or
academic affiliations opinion leadership or agenda setting power
and ongoing criticality to the study or practice of their field
journals of the century presents wholly independent reviewers
none are in the employ of any publisher but each is fully
credentialed and well published and many are award winners
the authors guide college and professional school librarians on
limited budgets via an exposition of their analytical and critical
winnowing process in determining the classic resources for
their faculty students and working professional clientele the
chapters are logically grouped together in six clusters that
reflect the commonly shared interests of library liaisons and the
range of like minded academic departments they typically serve
these clusters include the helping professionals chapters on social
work education psychology sociology and library and
information sciences music museums and methodists chapters on



visual arts anthropology archaeology philosophy and the
american religious experience business and law chapters on
business and economics plus legal literature war and peace
chapters on modern history political science and international
relations and military affairs physical sciences and engineering
chapters on mathematics and the physical sciences as well as
engineering and computer science life health and agriculture
chapters on medicine and surgery pharmacy physical therapy
and nutrition agriculture and veterinary medicine journals of
the century answers questions such as which university press
leads in high ranking titles in the helping professions in what
crime fighting journal ironically mentioned within the music
museums and methodists cluster do anthropologists routinely
publish what two journals cover the biggest yearly expense of
most working americans and rankly highly within both
chapters of the business and law cluster what family of british
publications has remained indispensable reading for political and
military readers for over a century in the war and peace cluster
what society in the physical sciences and engineering cluster
publishes more journals than any other publisher in this book
covering topics from light bulbs and computers to mris and
windmills what one word titled journal has joined the
venerable pair of nature and science as the most important
reporters of world class breakthroughs in basic biomedical
science and many many more journals of the century includes
extensive commentaries on each cluster by the editor with



graphical representations by world regions and publishing
sectors contributing to each chapter issn numbers for print
editions and url addresses for online editions are provided in a
comprehensive title index this unique book is an essential
resource for serials librarians in academia new reference
librarians familiarizing themselves with classic titles and
collection evaluators and college accreditation examiners
The Impact Factor of Scientific and Scholarly Journals 2007 this
title looks at the dogmatism that limits the perspectives of
professionals policymakers and other stakeholders in gifted
education in a field where concepts and definitions surrounding
high ability have been contested for many years there is
increasing interest in clarifying these notions today this book
offers such clarity searching outside of the predominant
conceptual frameworks that dominate thinking about giftedness
and talent and examining ways in which this conceptual fog
stunts and warps the development of gifted minds and limits the
effectiveness of curriculum development and instruction the
book directly addresses the connection between dogmatism and
high ability exploring ways in which otherwise bright
individuals can make unintelligent decisions each contributor in
this edited collection connects educational theory with teaching
practice examining the impact of policies such as no child left
behind the chapters also explore the ways in which economic
cultural and academic contexts affect both the gifted mind and
education of the highly able in america and the rest of the world



while making recommendations for positive changes that can be
enacted within gifted education in the future
Confronting Dogmatism in Gifted Education 2013-06-17 this
book examines the problems pitfalls and opportunities of
different models of assessing research quality drawing on studies
from around the world aimed at academics education officials
and public servants key features include an overview of the
argument of whether research should be assessed and how
research quality should be determined prometheus assessed
offers a survey of research assessment models in the us uk japan
and new zealand and includes an examination of citation analysis
and comparison between the different models should research
be assessed and what is research quality survey of research
assessment models in us uk japan and new zealand examination
of citation analysis
Prometheus Assessed? 2012-04-11 imad moosa s thought
provoking book explores the contemporary doctrine that plagues
the academic sphere the principle of publish or perish this book
identifies the pressures placed upon academics to either publish
their work regularly or suffer the consequences including lack
of promotion or even redundancy
Publish or Perish 2018-01-26 management science in
engineering mse is becoming increasingly important in modern
society in particular the emergence of efficient and innovative
management tools has greatly influenced the progress of
management science in engineering research as research is



critical to the dissemination of cutting edge methods journal
evaluation and classification are essential for scientists researchers
engineers practitioners and graduate students the goal of this
book is to identify the major research categories in mse and to
evaluate and classify each mse journal this book was compiled
through the combined efforts of members of scientific
committees many of whom are editors in chief of the most
relevant journals academics researchers from different countries
and members of professional societies it will be of interest to
scientists researchers practitioners engineers graduate and
advanced undergraduate students in the fields of engineering
management civil engineering industrial engineering
environmental engineering energy engineering information
engineering and agricultural engineering
Neoteric Developments in Management Science in Engineering
2023-04-24 global university rankings explores the novel topic
of global university rankings and their effects on higher
education in europe the contributions in this volume outline
different discourses on global university rankings and explore
the related changes concerning european higher education
policies disciplinary traditions and higher education institutions
the first global university rankings were published less than a
decade ago but these policy instruments have become highly
influential in shaping the approaches and institutional realities of
higher education the rankings have portrayed european
academic institutions in a varying light there is intense



reflexivity over the figures leading to ideational changes and
institutional adaptation that take surprisingly similar forms in
different european countries the contributions in this book
critically assess global university rankings as a policy discourse
that would seem to be instrumental to higher education reform
throughout europe
Global University Rankings 2013-09-26 the book seeks to offer
an opportunity to scholars and other stakeholders from the global
south to offer their perspectives on the impact of the global
ranking systems on developing countries and more particularly
the global south the contributions made in the book will be in
the form of case studies that will offer in depth reports on the
subject domain full research papers that will investigate a
specific thematic area on university ranking systems and
conceptual papers that will synthesise existing studies the book
will be an additional resource for discussion and discourse as far
as the global university ranking systems are concerned and open
new frontiers for further research especially as relates to the
global south
Globafricalisation and Sustainable Development: Research and
Researchers‟ Assessments, „Publish Or Perish‟, Journal Impact
Factor and Other Metrifications 2019 measuring academic
research outlines how to undertake a bibliometric study a topic
of vital importance in academic research today scientometrics
studies assess scientific productivity and can be applied to all
disciplines many analyses have been applied in relation to



bibliometric studies but few have shown how to actually carry
out the analysis this book provides a guide on how to develop a
bibliometric study from the first step in which the topic study
has to be set to the analysis and interpretation a practical and
easy to read guide on how to carry out a bibliometric study
gives a wide and up to date view about the most common
scientometric indexes analyses are illustrated with multiple and
practical examples about their application
Impact of Global University Ranking Systems on Developing
Countries 2023 this ground breaking and exhaustive analysis of
university ranking surveys scrutinizes their theoretical bases
methodological issues societal impact and policy implications
providing readers with a deep understanding of these
controversial comparators the authors propose that university
rankings are misused by policymakers and institutional leaders
alike they assert that these interested parties overlook the
highly problematic internal logic of ranking methodologies even
as they obsess over the surveys assessment of their status the
result is that institutions suffer from short termism realigning
their resources to maximize their relative rankings while
rankings are widely used in policy and academic discussions this
is the first book to explore the theoretical and methodological
issues of ranking itself it is a welcome contribution to an often
highly charged debate far from showing how to manipulate the
system this collection of work by key researchers aims to
enlighten interested parties



Measuring Academic Research 2009-11-11 this book contributes
to the current discussion in society politics and higher education
on innovation capacity and the financial and non financial
incentives for researchers the expert contributions in the book
deal with implementation of incentive systems at higher
education institutions in order to foster innovation on the other
hand the book also discusses the extent to which governance
structures from economy can be transferred to universities and
how scientific performance can be measured and evaluated this
book is essential for decision makers in knowledge intensive
organizations and higher educational institutions dealing with
the topic of performance management
Proceedings 1995 updates the premier textbook for students and
librarians needing to know the landscape of current databases
and how to search them librarians need to know of existing
databases and they must be able to teach search capabilities and
strategies to library users this practical guide introduces
librarians to a broad spectrum of fee based and freely available
databases and explains how to teach them the updated 6th
edition of this well regarded text covers new databases on the
market as well as updates to older databases it also explains
underlying information structures and demonstrates how to
search most effectively it introduces readers to several recent
changes such as the move away from metadata based indexing
to full text indexing by vendors covering newspaper content
business databases receive greater emphasis as in the previous



editions this book takes a real world approach covering topics
from basic and advanced search tools to online subject databases
each chapter includes a thorough discussion a recap concrete
examples exercises and points to consider making it an ideal text
for courses in database searching as well as a trustworthy
professional resource
University Rankings 2011-06-06 written by a former dean this
book offers a unique understanding of challenges facing legal
education research publishing and governance
The CIP Vision preserving the core, stimulating progress 2004
this special issue offers an interesting overview of the status quo
of german research in real estate finance it might also contribute
to real estate research moving from a research niche closer to
the center of academic interest
Incentives and Performance 2014-11-07 this book offers a design
research methodology intended to improve the quality of design
research its academic credibility industrial significance and
societal contribution by enabling more thorough efficient and
effective procedures
Librarian's Guide to Online Searching 2021-06-18 adopting
curriculum vitae cv analysis method this book collects cvs of
university faculty from 109 universities of the double first class
university plan in china and systematically analyses the
mobility pattern of faculty in china for the first time examining
the overall mobility frequency of chinese faculty and its
growing rate the authors predict that after the epidemic with



the growing number of returned overseas talents there may be
a third wave of faculty mobility they demonstrate that east asia
the united states and europe are the main channels for the
inward talent mobility to china and there are significant
differences in china s faculty mobility among different regions
disciplines and genders which deserves further investigation
furthermore they argue the influencing factors of faculty
mobility between china and foreign countries are highly
different too scholars and students of chinese higher education
international and comparative education may find this book
helpful and benefit from the analysis framework of push and
pull theory as long as cv analysis method
Rethinking the Law School 2014-12-11 the oecd science
technology and industry outlook 2014 reviews key trends in
science technology and innovation sti policies and performance
in more than 45 economies including oecd countries and major
emerging economies
Real Estate Finance 2013-11-08 this book contains selected
papers from international symposium for production research
2022 held on october 6 9 2022 turkey the book reports recent
advances in production engineering and operations it explores
topics including production research production management
operations management industry 4 0 industrial engineering
mechanical engineering engineering management and
operational research presenting real life applications case studies
and mathematical models this book is of interest to researchers



academics and practitioners in the field of production and
operation engineering it provides both the results of recent
research and practical solutions to real world problems
Research Methodology 2019-01-30 publication of a research
article can be a defining moment in a researcher s career
however the steps involved in turning an initial research
question into a published article can be a long and arduous
journey to aid in this process professional writing in kinesiology
and sports medicine was developed to serve as a comprehensive
writing guide for research professionals and students who are
looking to improve their academic writing skills dr mark
knoblauch and his 15 contributors developed professional
writing in kinesiology and sports medicine to focus around the
area of manuscript development and presentation while also
including chapters that outline the foundational concepts of
professional writing developing a research grant and the journal
selection process each chapter is written by content experts who
bring a wealth of experience not only from their own academic
writing but also from having spent countless hours helping
students become better more effective writers many textbooks
have been written that focus on development of the research
manuscript itself but what sets professional writing in
kinesiology and sports medicine apart is that it includes so much
more to aid writers in their process what you can find inside
examination of ancillary aspects associated with academic
research such as poster and oral presentations how to choose the



most effective journal how to deal with the stress of writing
how to write an effective grant professional writing in
kinesiology and sports medicine covers those topics and more
with the intent of providing a thorough practical writing guide
that spans the breadth of the research manuscript development
writing and presentation process throughout the textbook
sample writings and cases relevant to the fields of kinesiology
and sports medicine are used to provide the reader relevant
applicable examples to help improve their own writing
Faculty Mobility 2022-09-30 this e book asks is supply chain
management an emerging academic discipline supply chain
management scm has continued to grow in prominence within
the field of operations management and also within the broader
discipline of management practitioners have begun to adopt and
adapt new techniques to supply management that improve firm
performance organizations in both the public and private sectors
are becoming increasingly aware of the pivotal role that scm can
play in their business success this is a challenging special issue
aimed at stimulating debate rather than providing a definiti
OECD Science, Technology and Industry Outlook 2014
2014-11-12 the financial technological and institutional
challenges facing scholarly presses are more critical now than
they have ever been sales channels have narrowed costs have
risen and technological change and the push toward open access
have drastically changed the economic landscape however the
publishing and dissemination of scholarly books and journals



remains essential to academic research how are publishers
adapting this evolving environment in the business of scholarly
publishing albert n greco examines this question through a
detailed analysis of the business of the scholarly publishing in
the united states since world war ii drawing on an extensive
review of the literature statistical sources and real examples
from the author s experience in the industry this book analyzes
the changing circumstances of scholarly publishing greco turns a
critical eye to the product price placement promotion and costs
of scholarly books and journals with a primary emphasis on the
trajectory over the last ten years by including books journals pre
prints and online repositories the book covers the diverse range
of academic publications and explains how publishers can address
contemporary challenges across formats greco also pays special
attention to the history and development of scholarly books and
journals intellectual property issues contracts and the impact of
technology the first study wholly devoted to the subject the
business of scholarly publishing offers critical insights into the
evolving business strategies and structures of a resilient industry
Towards Industry 5.0 2023-03-01 university rankings have
gained popularity around the world and are now a significant
factor shaping reputation this book is the first comprehensive
study of rankings from a global perspective making an
important contribution to our understanding of the rankings
phenomenon this book has also been published in japanese
Professional Writing in Kinesiology and Sports Medicine



2024-06-01 the ipcc 2007 warned that the ganges brahmaputra
meghna gbm basin will be at greatest risk due to increased
flooding and that the region s poverty would reduce its
adaptation capacity this book investigates autonomous adaptation
using a multi method technique comprising pra and a
questionnaire survey applied in the case study area islampur
upazila in bangladesh the study has four key approaches first it
reviews the flood literature for bangladesh from 1980 to 2014
second it examines farmers crop adaptation processes in a case
study area at islampur bangladesh third it assesses the
vulnerability and adaptation v a in response to three extreme
flood events efes fourth the book assesses the economic
consequences of failure effects of autonomous crop adaptation in
response to efes the results show that bangladeshi farmers are
highly resilient to efes but the economic consequences of failure
effects of autonomous crop adaptation feaca on marginal farmers
are large the book contributes to current knowledge by filling
three important research gaps as follows 1 farmers autonomous
crop adaptation processes in response to various types of extreme
floods 2 methodological contribution for assessing vulnerability
and adaptation through pra and 3 the economic consequences of
the failure effects of autonomous crop adaptations this book
provides a good account of autonomous adaptation and its impact
on fl ood vulnerable communities in bangladesh anyone wishing
to fully understand the impact of climate change should read the
book professor muhammad yunus nobel laureate yunus centre



bangladesh
Supply chain management theory and practice - the emergence
of an academic discipline? 2006 in recent years academic
advancement and access to funds that stimulate scientific
research have been conditioned by the scientific production of
individual scientists as well as the production of scientific centers
institutes and universities this has led to an increase in interest
in the accelerated assessment and ranking of scientists and
scientific institutions scientometry is a sub discipline of
information sciences that measures achievement in science this
book provides the reader with a detailed insight into relevant
scientometric methods and criteria their individual strengths
and weaknesses in the process of ranking scientists scientific
centers and institutions as well as their application to the process
of planning scientific projects and isolated medical specialties
The Business of Scholarly Publishing 2020-03-31 educational
rankings annual is useful for students parents and school faculty
also administrators of libraries and educational institutions use
rankings to defend budgets justify new positions obtain
government funding and attract philanthropic support the
annually updated resource presents more than 4 000 national
regional and international lists and rankings compiled from
hundreds of respected sources the entries in rankings include a
description of the ranking background information on criteria
for establishing the hierarchy additional remarks about the
ranking the complete or partial if extensive ranking and source



citations if necessary
Rankings and the Reshaping of Higher Education 2011-03-08
the authors report research that considers writing in all levels of
schooling in science in the public sphere and in the workplace as
well as the relationship among these various places of writing
the authors also consider the cultures of writing among them
national cultures gender cultures schooling cultures scientific
cultures and cultures of the workplace
Vulnerability and Adaptation to Climate Change in Bangladesh
2014-06-26 an annotated bibliography and literature guide this
resource is extremely useful for course work in collection
development and management coverage includes print and
electronic materials appropriate for academic public school and
special libraries
Scientometrics Recent Advances 2019-12-11 this book constitutes
revised papers from the seven workshops and one
accompanying event which took place at the 21st international
conference on business information systems bis 2018 held in
berlin germany in july 2018 overall across all workshops 58 out
of 122 papers were accepted the workshops included in this
volume are aktb 2018 10th workshop on applications of
knowledge based technologies in business bita 2018 9th
workshop on business and it alignment bsct 2018 1st workshop
on blockchain and smart contract technologies idea 2018 4th
international workshop on digital enterprise engineering and
architecture ideate 2018 3rd workshop on big data and business



analytics ecosystems scibowater 2018 scientific challenges
business opportunities in water management qod 2018 1st
workshop on quality of open data in addition one keynote
speech in full paper length and contributions from the doctoral
consortium are included
Educational Rankings Annual 2006 2005-09 the conference on
interdisciplinary research in technology and management was a
bold experiment in deviating from the traditional approach of
conferences which focus on a specific topic or theme by
attempting to bring diverse inter related topics on a common
platform the conference has sought to answer a long felt need
and give a fillip to interdisciplinary research not only within
the technology domain but across domains in the management
field as well the spectrum of topics covered in the research
papers is too wide to be singled out for specific mention but it is
noteworthy that these papers addressed many important and
relevant concerns of the day
Issues in Informing Science & Information Technology, Volume
9 (2012) 2012 the transmission of information transcends time
since the beginning of humanity people have shared stories
dreams wishes and findings within a scientific context the
delivery of information is especially important researchers have
been sharing their ideas and building on the work of others for
as long as we have studied our world how can a researcher
ensure their ideas will be shared most effectively with the next
generation though in how scientists communicate alan kelly



accompanies readers through the many processes of scholarly
communication within the field of science the chapters include
an analysis of modern scientific communication an overview of
the historical development of such communication the nature
and goals of a scientific research paper as well as practical and
applicable information for researchers he explores scientific
communication from various perspectives including the writing
process stages of writing evaluation through peer review
publication and what happens afterwards this exploration into
scientific writing emphasizes the importance of readability and
writing for the intended audience kelly engages with landmark
historical papers but he doesn t shy away from his own
experiences and opinions this treatise on the art of scientific
communication is interesting for readers with various levels of
experience making this book a go to resource for anyone trying
to share their ideas within the scientific community or
interested in how the outputs of science impact our world
International Advances in Writing Research 2012-09-09
Evaluation of Library Collections, Access and Electronic
Resources 2003-11-30
Webometric Analysis of Library Websites 2018-10
Business Information Systems Workshops 2019-01-02
Interdisciplinary Research in Technology and Management
2021-09-14
How Scientists Communicate 2020-07-01
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